This paper provides a comprehensive analysis of the day of the week, non-trading day (post-holiday), and month of the year seasonal effects in the daily returns and volatility of the S&P 500 index. We use bootstrapping to demonstrate that, surprisingly, these three prominent calendar effects are statistically significant in daily volatility, but not in daily average returns. We model this form of seasonal heteroscedasticity by introducing the periodic stochastic volatility (P SV ) model for characterizing the seasonal patterns of daily financial market volatility. We analyze the interaction of seasonal heteroscedasticity with fat tails by comparing the performance of Gaussian P SV and fat-tailed P SV t specifications to the plain vanilla SV and SV t benchmarks. Consistent with the bootstrapping results, we find strong evidence of seasonal periodicity in volatility, which substantially reduces the need for fat tails, and is robust to the exclusion of the Crash of 1987 outliers. The SV parameters are estimated by implementing the Bayesian MCMC methods developed by Chib, Nardari and Shephard (2002) , with the addition of a Gibbs step for sampling the seasonal volatility level effects. We compute in-sample and outof-sample density forecasts for assessing the adequacy of the conditional distribution. We conclude by using Bayes factors as a likelihood-based framework for ranking the SV specifications.
Introduction
It is widely documented that expected stock returns exhibit strong seasonal patterns in the form of day of the week, month of the year and post-holiday effects (Lakonishok and Smidt (1988) ). For example, Keim (1983) and Reinganum (1983) showed that small firms display abnormal returns (measured relative to the CAPM) during the first two weeks of January. This anomaly became known as the "turn-of-the-year effect", and is more frequently referred to as the "January effect". French (1980) and Keim and Stambaugh (1984) observed that the average return to the S&P composite portfolio over weekends was negative and statistically significant. This second calendar anomaly is known as the "weekend effect". Further, French and Roll (1986) and Baillie and Bollerslev (1989) noted that volatility tends to be higher following non-trading days (post-holidays). We refer to this as the "holiday effect" or "nontrading day" effect.
Subsequent to their discovery, there have been many attempts to justify these seasonalities 1 . However, there is still no equilibrium model of asset prices, which can explain why expected returns should display calendar regularities. Possible explanations include inventory adjustments of different traders (Ritter (1988) ), the timing of trades by informed and uninformed traders (Admanti and Pfeiderer (1988) ), specialists' strategies in response to informed traders (Admanti and Pfeiderer (1989) ), the timing of corporate news releases (Penman (1987) ), tax induced trading (Lakonishok and Smidt (1986) ), and the window dressing induced by periodic evaluation of portfolio managers (Haugen and Lakonishok (1988) ). Other theories focus on the institutional arrangements in financial markets. For example, the January effect has been linked to year-end tax-loss selling pressure, which reduces stock prices in December, leading to a rebound in early January as investors repurchase these stocks to reestablish investment positions (Roll (1983) ). Glosten, Jagannathan and Runkle (1993) also suggest that consumer sales exhibit a pronounced quarterly seasonal pattern, of which the fourth quarter is the important holiday season. January is the period when comprehensive and reliable information about consumer spending typically becomes available. Explanations offered for the strong Monday effect in stock returns include delays between trading and settlements in stocks (Lakonishok and Levi (1982) ), measurement error (Keim and Stambaugh (1984) ), institutional factors (Flannery and Protopapadakis (1988) ), and trading patterns (Lakonishok and Maberly (1990) ).
This paper provides a comprehensive analysis of the day of the week, non-trading day, and month of the year seasonal effects in the daily returns and, more importantly, in the volatility of the S&P 500 index over the years . Specifically, we find that Mondays tend to have the lowest return and highest volatility. Wednesdays have the second highest return and the lowest volatility. January has the highest return, while October has the highest volatility. Finally, the first weekday after a non-trading weekday (a post-holiday) has a negative average return and very high volatility.
Even though the seasonal patterns of monthly, daily and intraday returns have received much attention in the finance and econometrics literature, there is surprisingly little work done on the seasonality of daily volatility, even within the broadly used GARCH framework. Perhaps the closest to providing a thorough examination of seasonal periodicity in both the returns and the variance of daily S&P 500 index is Gallant, Rossi and Tauchen (1992) in their investigation of return-volume comovements. Further, Andersen and Bollerslev (1997) and Beltratti and Morana (1999) study the intraday periodicity of asset returns, which takes the form of cycles repeating within the day and week. Bollerslev and Ghysels (1996) propose a periodic GARCH (P-GARCH) model designed to capture the repetitive seasonal time variation in volatility. Glosten, Jagannathan and Runkle (1993) use a GARCH-M model on monthly equity data, which only conditions on January and October effects. Beller and Nofsinger (1998) examine only month of the year volatility effects using monthly data. Balaban, Bayar and Kan (2001) , Berument and Kuymaz (2001) , and Frances and Paap (2000) examine only the day of the week effect on stock market volatility.
This investigation has four objectives: (i) to measure the size of the seasonal heteroscedasticity observed in the form of day of the week, non-trading day, and month of the year seasonal level effects in both the daily returns and the daily volatility of the S&P 500 index; (ii) to provide a careful analysis of the statistical significance of seasonality, which will allow us to report the striking new result that most calendar effects are strongly statistically significant in volatility, but not in expected returns; more importantly (iii) to introduce and estimate the periodic stochastic volatility model (P SV ), which is designed to exploit the observed seasonal heteroscedasticity; and finally (iv) to formally analyze the interaction between seasonal periodicity and fat tails by assessing the performance of Gaussian and fat-tailed periodic stochastic volatility specifications set against appropriate plain vanilla SV and SV t benchmarks. The second, and especially the third and fourth objectives are novel contributions to the existing literature.
Early work on seasonal abnormalities in expected stock returns has in general found overwhelming evidence of statistical significance for most calendar effects. For example, Lakonishok and Smidt (1989) implement two-sided t tests and joint F tests on ninety years of Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) daily returns and find that the seasonal patterns in the rates of return are small but very statistically significant. Two recent empirical studies offer conflicting conclusions. On the one hand, Hansen and Lunde (2003) design a χ 2 test, which exploits the correlation structure of calendar effects. Using stock indices from 10 countries, they find strong evidence that a large universe of calendar effects is statistically significant in return means and standardized return means. On the other hand, Sullivan, Timmermann and White (2001) develop a new model-free bootstrap procedure, which explicitly measures the distortions on statistical inference induced by data mining. They use 100 years of DJIA daily returns in order to analyze whether a particular set of calendar-based trading rules yields a higher (standardized) return than a buy and hold strategy and conclude that calendar effects are no longer statistically significant. Notably, none of these studies models periodicity in volatility.
In this paper, we use simple bootstrapping to simulate the empirical distribution of the seasonal return means and absolute return means and perform formal hypothesis testing. The null hypotheses are all one-sided and test whether (for example) the returns of January are equal versus higher (or for other calendar effects lower) than the rest of the months. We demonstrate that, surprisingly, the three prominent calendar effects are statistically significant only in daily volatility and not in daily average returns. We also show that our bootstrapping results are not driven by the Crash 1987 outliers. Specifically, all the results are robust to the exclusion of the three most volatile days of October 1987: Monday, October 19, 1987 , when the S&P 500 composite index plunged 22.9% (the minimum in our sample) on the second highest volume ever recorded (604 million shares); Tuesday, October 20, when the S&P 500 index rose by 5.2% on the highest volume ever recorded (608 million shares); and Wednesday, October 21, when the S&P 500 rose 8.7% (the maximum in our sample) with the trading of 450 million shares.
The bootstrapping evidence strongly indicates that a volatility model should perform better if it was generalized to account for the observed seasonal periodicity in volatility. In this context, the main contribution of this paper is that it introduces and estimates the periodic stochastic volatility (P SV ) model, and then formally examines the interaction between seasonal heteroscedasticity and fat tails. The P SV model generalizes the constants in both the conditional mean and the conditional variance functions in order to account for the day of the week, holiday, and month of the year seasonal level effects. Specifically, the conditional standard deviation of the periodic SV specifications is subject to a periodic seasonal level effect, which is separate from the dynamic SV component. The most comprehensive periodic specification uses a cyclical and parsimonious six term Fourier approximation, which fits the month of the year effect reasonably well and reduces the parameter dimension of the model.
2
The study adopts a univariate discrete-time SV framework and tests the performance of Gaussian P SV and fat-tailed P SV t specifications against two benchmark SV models: (i) the plain vanilla SV model, which assumes conditionally Gaussian innovations, an autoregressive conditional mean, and a persistent stochastic log-variance process; and (ii) the fat-tailed SV t model, which is designed to capture the excess kurtosis of daily returns by assuming that daily innovations follow a Student-t distribution. In total, we estimate eight SV specifications.
Unlike statistical jump processes specified in returns and volatility, the timing and size of which are estimated ex-post and are ex-ante unforecastable, 3 the timing of seasonal periodicity is perfectly observed. Conditioning on seasonality adjusts the level of the returns and the volatility process every day so that the persistent stochastic volatility component can better accommodate the shocks that may be specific (for example) to a Monday in October. We analyze the statistical interaction between seasonal periodicity and fat tails and demonstrate that the P SV model reduces and even eliminates the need for a fat-tailed SV specification.
This result is also robust to the Crash of 1987 outliers.
We compute in-sample and out-of-sample density forecasts for assessing the adequacy of the conditional distribution of the SV specifications. We explicitly test whether modelling the distinct behaviour of different days and months results in better one-step ahead volatility and density forecasts. We also compute Bayes factors, which provide a framework for specification diagnostics and model selection over the set of SV models. Bayes factors account for both estimation risk by integrating out parameter uncertainty and for model risk, which arises from the uncertainty over selecting a model specification. More importantly, the Bayes factor diagnostic measures the statistical cost of dimensionality due to the explicit accounting of all seasonal periodic effects in returns and volatility.
Models of stochastic volatility have been used extensively in theoretical option pricing since the contribution of Hull and White (1987) in generalizing the Black-Scholes option pricing scheme. Like GARCH-type models, they are designed to capture the persistent and hence predictable component of daily volatility (for a comparison of GARCH and SV models see Fleming and Kirby (2003) ). However, SV has a fundamental difference with GARCH. The assumption of a stochastic second moment introduces an additional source of risk that cannot be perfectly hedged using t − 1 information. A GARCH specification describes the conditional distribution of returns as being a function of exclusively past information. In contrast, the SV model specifies the joint conditional distribution of both the return and the volatility process. Intuitively, SV allows for the possibility of random (but rather small) contemporaneous volatility shocks due to news events and policy changes. In other words, there may exist unobserved contemporaneous variables that affect the volatility process, which is not possible in GARCH.
Despite their parsimonious structure, intuitive appeal and popularity in theoretical option pricing, SV models have been much less popular than GARCH in empirical applications. This is exclusively due to the difficulties associated with estimating SV models using conventional Classical econometric methods. Specifically, models of discrete-time stochastic volatility cannot be estimated with likelihood-based methods because the likelihood function is not available analytically.
4 Bayesian estimation offers a substantial computational advantage over any Classical approach because it avoids tackling very difficult, if not intractable, numerical optimization procedures. This has turned the development of fast and efficient Bayesian MCMC algorithms for the estimation of SV models into one of the most promising and challenging tasks of modern time series analysis.
5
The SV parameters are estimated by implementing the MCMC algorithm of Chib, Nardari and Shephard (2002) , which builds on the procedures developed by Kim, Shephard and Chib (1998) . 6 The specification and model selection tests are based on the filtering methods of Pitt 4 In the Classical framework, Sandmann and Koopman (1998) propose a Monte Carlo Likelihood (MCL) method for estimating simple (plain vanilla) SV models. For a Simulated Maximum Likelihood (SML) estimation method of heavy-tailed SV models see Liesenfeld and Jung (2000) . 5 For a general reference on MCMC methods in financial econometrics see Johannes and Polson (2002) . 6 For an alternative reference on Bayesian analysis of SV models see Jacquier, Polson and Rossi (2002) .
and Shephard (1999) . The marginal likelihood input to the computation of Bayes factors is constructed as in Chib (1995) , and Chib and Jeliazkov (2001) . The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the size and statistical significance of seasonal periodicity in the daily S&P 500 average returns and average absolute returns. Section 3 discusses the plain vanilla Gaussian SV and the fat-tailed SV t models, and then presents in detail three periodic SV specifications which condition on day of the week, postholiday and month of the year information in both the mean and the conditional variance. The SV specifications lead to the testing hypotheses presented in Section 4. A sketch of the MCMC algorithm is offered in Section 5. Section 6 examines the in-sample and out-of-sample conditional dynamics of the SV models and discusses Bayes factors as a diagnostic tool for model selection. Section 7 discusses the results and Section 8 concludes.
S&P 500 Returns Data
Let P t denote the daily closing value of the S&P 500 Composite Price Index. Then, the continuously compounded per cent returns are constructed as
The information available to the econometrician at time t is F t = {y t, y t−1 , ..., y 1 }. The sample size of the daily returns is T = 5552 and covers the 22 year period from January 1, 1980 to December 31, 2001. The source of the data is Datastream. Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics of y t , |y t | and log |y t |. These statistics verify that daily returns exhibit negative skewness, high kurtosis and low short-lived serial correlation. Absolute returns are extremely noisy and persistent: they have high positive skewness, immense kurtosis, and long-lived positive serial correlation. Finally, the log-absolute returns are much closer to normality than the daily y t and |y t |. Table 2A presents the day of the week seasonal behaviour of the data. Specifically, Mondays exhibit by far the lowest average return (which is essentially zero) and the highest volatility, where the latter is proxied simply by the mean of |y t |. Further, we pay special attention to the HOL days, which we define as the weekdays that follow a non-trading weekday (i.e. HOL is a post-holiday). HOL days remarkably have a negative average return and very high volatility, which is 24.6% higher than their complement (i.e. the non-HOL days). Table 2B displays the month of the year seasonality. October is by far the most volatile month in that the sample mean of the October absolute returns is 29.6% higher than that of the rest 11 months. January has the highest return and second highest volatility. June is the quietest month (least volatile). An important aspect of these data is shown in 
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Statistical Significance and Bootstrapping
Even though it is clear that each day and month has a different sample mean for the daily return and volatility level, it is also crucial to determine which of the seasonal effects are statistically significant. We use bootstrapping to simulate the empirical distribution of the seasonal sample means and perform formal hypothesis testing. This is a first step in determining the significance of periodic seasonality in daily volatility (seasonal heteroscedasticity) by conducting a careful model-free examination of the data. As we will see, the results offer ample motivation for the periodic specification of the stochastic volatility models that follow. Specifically, the null hypotheses are all one-sided and test whether (for example) the returns of January are equal versus higher (or for other calendar effects lower) than the rest of the months. Each hypothesis has been tested at 90%, 95%, and 99% confidence levels. The details on forming one-sided hypothesis tests using bootstrapping are in Appendix A (also see Hansen (2003) ).
Tables 2A and 2B demonstrate that the null hypothesis is only rejected for the Tuesday and Wednesday returns with 90% confidence, and for the September returns with 95% confidence. This is a striking new result based on the bootstrapping of the seasonal sample means. Among the 18 seasonal dummies examined, only three are statistically significant in their average returns. In fact, two of the three (Tuesday and Wednesday) are significant only at the low level of α = 10%, and then become insignificant when excluding the three Crash of 1987 outliers (see Table 2C ). None of the calendar effects discussed extensively in the asset pricing literature such as Monday, Holiday, January and October are actually statistically significant in the daily returns of the S&P 500 series! These results change drastically when we test for seasonal heteroscedasticity. For the day of the week effect in absolute daily returns (a model-free proxy of volatility) Monday is rejected with 95% confidence, whereas Wednesday and HOL with 99% confidence. For the month of the year effect in absolute daily returns, May, June, July and October are rejected with 99% confidence and December with 90% confidence. Hence many of the seasonal effects that the asset pricing literature has investigated in expected returns turn out to be statistically significant only in volatility, namely Monday, Wednesday, Holiday and October. It is important to note that as Tables 2C and 2D demonstrate, these results are not driven by the Crash of 1987 and tend to remain valid for four different subsamples examined. In particular, removing the three most volatile days of the sample (October 19-21) does not change the results noticeably: the volatilities of Wednesday and October remain statistically different to their complements with 99% confidence, and the null for Monday's volatility is now rejected with 90% confidence instead of 95%. Further, all seven calendar effects which are statistically significant for the full sample remain significant for at least two of the four subsamples, while three seasonals are so for three of the four subsamples. Interestingly, January is the one prominent calendar effect, which is statistically significant for neither returns nor volatility and this is true for all four subsamples. Figure 1 displays the seasonal heteroscedasticity of the S&P 500 index by graphing the u-shaped day of the week and the month of the year average absolute returns over the entire sample. Figures 2 and 3 isolate the effects of Monday and Wednesday on the one hand, and January, October and HOL on the other. These two figures offer a visual inspection of (i) the overlap of the two bootstrap distributions for each seasonal mean and its complement, and (ii) the position of a sample mean in the bootstrap distribution of its complement. For Monday, Wednesday and October we also graph the bootstrap distributions excluding the three most volatile days of the sample (October 19-21) and thus provide a visual illustration of the fact that the statistical significance of these three seasonal volatility effects is robust to the three day exclusion. In short, there is strong quantitative and visual evidence that for the dataset examined here, there is clear misspecification if we assume that the volatility of all days and months persists around the same constant. It is important to note that we do not argue that the seasonal effects remain constant over time or that the stronger effects are statistically significant every single time period. On average, however, seasonality in volatility is strong and statistically significant throughout the entire sample.
3 Stochastic Volatility
The Plain Vanilla SV model
In the stochastic volatility (SV) framework, the plain vanilla SV model presents the benchmark against which model comparisons will be conducted. According to this plain vanilla SV benchmark, the daily S&P 500 returns are assumed to follow a univariate discrete-time AR(1) process and are driven by Gaussian innovations:
The persistence of the stochastic conditional volatility v t is captured by the latent logvariance process h t , which is modelled as a dynamic Gaussian variable:
In the SV model, return and volatility innovations are independent: {ε t } ⊥ {η t }. Further, the model assumes (and the estimation algorithm imposes) |ρ|, |φ| < 1 so that both returns and their volatility are stationary processes.
7 Finally, all SV specifications examined in this paper reduce β 0 X t = β 1 y t−1 . In words, if β 1 < 0 the lower the return shock, the higher the conditional variance in the next few periods. This simple specification allows for a level component measured by β 1 y t−1 , as well as a dynamic component measured by φ j β 1 y t−j . In the following sections, the plain vanilla SV specification is generalized to account for the fat tails (excess kurtosis), and seasonal periodicity of the daily S&P 500 returns and volatility in the form of day of the week, holiday, and month of the year periodic calendar effects.
SV with Fat Tails (SV t)
Excess kurtosis is a highly documented higher order moment property of daily equity returns, which deviates from Gaussian behaviour. The presence of fat tails in daily returns implies a positive probability that very large positive or negative shocks may occur. For example, in the case of the S&P 500 daily returns sample examined here, such shocks are up to 23 standard deviations below, and up to 8 standard deviations above the daily return mean. A standard way of modelling fat tails is by assuming that the daily innovations follow a Student-t distribution:
This assumption defines the SV t model. The univariate SV models with either Gaussian or Student-t innovations can be put in a convenient state-space form. Specifically, Kim, Shephard and Chib (1998) take a logarithmic transformation of the observed returns data and approximate the log χ 2 (1) distribution by a seven-component mixture of normal densities. Then, both the transformed data and the log-variance equations are linear and conditionally Gaussian. This transformation to a conditionally Gaussian state-space model via a mixture of normals approximation allows the use of the Kalman filter and has been fundamentally important in the development of efficient MCMC estimation procedures (see Appendix B for some of the details).
Periodic Stochastic Volatility (PSV)
This paper introduces a set of periodic SV specifications in which the constants (levels) in both the conditional mean and the conditional variance are generalized to account for three distinct types of seasonality: day of the week, holiday (non-trading day) and month of the year effects. In the PSV framework, we explore the three following specifications with both Gaussian and Student-t innovations. 7 In practice, the stationarity restrictions are never violated for daily returns data.
A Comprehensive Specification with a Cyclical Month of the Year Effect
(P SV C )
In the high-dimensional specification we denote as P SV C , the mean has a simple day of the week and holiday effect:
and a parsimonious cyclical six-term month of the year effect
where HOL t is a dummy variable for the day which follows a non-trading day, that is a weekday which follows a weekday for which the market was closed (i.e. HOL t is a postholiday). All the day dummies are in {0, 1}, and m t ∈ {1, 2, ..., 12}. Note that the constant of the Fourier expansion is absorbed by δ 0 . Similarly, the volatility process is generalized to account for the three seasonal effects: . In notation local to this footnote, we use the approximation
, where b 0 is absorbed by the constant of the return equation. Clearly, the three frequencies used are ω j = 2πj 12 for j = {1, 2, 3}. The phase of this Fourier process is equal to b 0 + b 1 + b 2 + b 3 , which denotes where the Fourier cycle is at m t = 0. For more details on the Flexible Fourier Form (FFF) see Gallant (1981) .
Note that there is no need for a constant in γ M,t because it is absorbed by µ, which is the "fundamental" or acyclical component of the log-variance h t . In words, the conditional standard deviation of the P SV C specification is subject to the seasonal level effect l t , which is separate from the dynamic component exp (h t /2).
Clearly, the P SV C model is designed to capture all three calendar effects in both the first and the second conditional moments using (in the context of the SV framework) the lowest parameter dimension possible. The purpose of the P SV C specification is not only to isolate the exact effect of each day and month, but more importantly to test whether adjusting the return and volatility levels to fully account for seasonal periodicity results in superior performance.
The key to this specification is the six-term Fourier approximation of the month of the year effect. The dimension of this approximation was chosen such that it fits the monthly seasonality reasonably well, while using substantially less parameters than a series of eleven monthly dummies. The six-term Fourier approximation is shown in Figure 4 . For the P SV C specification, the MCMC algorithm must provide estimates of the four sets of parameters θ = {θ 1 , ν, θ 2 , θ 3 }. Here, θ 1 = {δ 0 , ρ} is the set of parameters of the conditional mean, θ 2 = {µ, β 1 , φ, σ 2 } is the set of parameters of the Gaussian log-variance process, and θ 3 = © δ j , γ j ª , 1 ≤ j ≤ 11 are the dummy and Fourier coefficients in the mean and the conditional log-variance, respectively. All θ parameters are time invariant.
Two Parsimonious Periodic Specifications (P SV L , P SV H )
It is useful to also examine two parsimonious low-dimensional P SV specifications, which selectively account for the stronger seasonal return and volatility effects. In the case of the P SV L model, the mean has the following specification:
Clearly, δ 0 is the constant for any day other than Monday, Wednesday and HOL, and any month other than January and October. Similarly, the volatility seasonal level effect of P SV L is:
Isolating the Monday, Wednesday, and Holiday effects on the one hand, and the January and October effects on other hand, clearly provides for a parsimonious P SV model. Note that the January and October volatility scale factors are consistent with the specification of Glosten, Jagannathan and Runkle (1993) . More importantly, this parsimonious specification allows for testing how well the P SV L model performs against both the cyclical P SV C specification and the aperiodic plain vanilla SV model.
We define P SV H as the second parsimonious specification, which only conditions on the strongest and highly statistically significant seasonal effect, the non-trading day HOL effect.
The P SV H model ignores day of the week and month of the year effects and is therefore highly parsimonious. The mean and log-variance levels are simply
3.3.3 Seasonality and Fat Tails (P SV t)
All three P SV specifications presented above assume Gaussian return innovations, but have an equivalent fat-tailed representation which assumes Student−t innovations. Hence we specify P SV t C , P SV t L , and P SV t H . The fat-tailed periodic specifications are instrumental in examining the relation between fat tails and seasonality.
Testing Hypothesis
In Section 2, we conducted model-free testing of the statistical significance of seasonal periodicity and seasonal heteroscedasticity using bootstrapping. In this section, we discuss a set of testing hypotheses, which are based on appropriately specified stochastic volatility models. We will explore two types of tests: (i) measuring whether the set of estimated Student-t and periodic parameters are statistically different from zero, and (ii) assessing the overall performance of all SV specifications by ranking them using the toolkit discussed in the next two sections.
Parameter Significance
The Gaussian and fat-tailed stochastic volatility specifications discussed thus far {SV , P SV C , P SV L , P SV H } and {SV t, P SV t C , P SV t L , P SV t H }, respectively, provide a framework for formally testing three hypotheses on parameter significance. First, does the conditional Student-t distribution fit the data better than a Gaussian? In other words, do we get low values for the estimate of the degrees of freedom parameter ν? Second, does a full account of the periodic seasonal level effects in both the first and the second time-varying moments result in large seasonal coefficients, which are statistically different from zero? Further, are there parsimony gains from reducing the high dimension of P SV C to the lower dimension of P SV L , and even more so P SV H ? Third, is there interaction between fat tails and seasonal heteroscedasticity? Specifically, does the conditioning on day of the week, holiday, and month of the year effects reduce or eliminate the need for fat-tailed SV specifications? These are summarized by three separate null hypotheses:
Performance Evaluation
We assess the conditional dynamics of all SV specifications by computing one-step ahead density forecasts. We evaluate the relative performance of each specification by ranking all SV models according to the likelihood-based Bayes factor criterion. Specifically, we examine four questions, which we answer by comparing the performance of the following four sets of models:
• Should we condition on the three seasonal effects? (SV vs. three P SV specifications)
• Should we use the Student-t distribution? (SV vs. SV t)
• What is the relative importance of fat tails and seasonality? (SV t vs. three P SV specifications)
• Are fat tails necessary after conditioning on seasonality? (three P SV vs. three P SV t specifications)
For all four questions, we will examine both the full sample and an adjusted sample which excludes the three extreme outliers of October 19-21, 1987 . These three dates capture the Crash effect, as October 19 is the minimum return and October 21 is the maximum return in the sample. This is of interest as we need to determine the extent to which the fat tails on the one hand, and the Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and October effects on the other hand, are driven by the three observations. The set of tools we use in order to answer these questions are presented in the next two sections.
Bayesian MCMC Estimation
We perform Bayesian MCMC estimation by constructing a Markov chain whose limiting distribution is the target posterior density of interest. This Markov chain is a Gibbs sampler in which all parameters are drawn sequentially from their full conditional posterior distribution. The chain is then iterated a large number of times and the sampled draws, beyond a burn-in period, are treated as variates from the target distribution.
For example, in the case of the high-dimensional P SV t C model, the MCMC algorithm produces estimates of the posterior means of (i) the parameters of the return equation {θ 1 , ν}, where θ 1 = {α, ρ}, (ii) the log-volatility parameters θ 2 = {µ, β 1 , φ, σ 2 }, and (iii) the seasonal parameters θ 3 = {γ, δ} for the day of the week, holiday, and month of the year effects in both the mean {δ j } and the variance © γ j ª , j ≤ 11. The key to estimating the P SV models is the efficient sampling of the seasonal level effects in the conditional variance. The paper adds a simple Gibbs step to the Chib, Nardari and Shephard (2002) algorithm, in which the γ = © γ j ª vector is drawn conditional on the logvolatilities {h t } using a precision-weighted average of prior information and the conditional likelihood. Despite its simplicity, this method is numerically superior to the sampling of γ in the same block as the log-volatility parameters θ 2 because it avoids the numerical problems which may arise from high-dimensional optimization. The results indicate that the simple Gibbs step is highly efficient. The details on sampling © γ j ª are summarized in Appendix B.
MCMC Diagnostics
The mean of the MCMC draws is an asymptotically efficient estimator of the posterior mean of θ (see Geweke (1989) ). The Numerical Standard Error (NSE) is the square root of the asymptotic variance of the estimator:
Here, M = 5, 000 is the number of iterations (beyond the initial burn-in of 1,000 iterations), j = 1, ..., B M = 500 lags is the set bandwidth, z = j B M
, and b γ j is the sample autocovariance of the MCMC draws of each estimated parameter cut according to the Parzen kernel K (z).
The NSE diagnostic is distinct from the MCMC standard deviation reported in Tables 3  through 7 . The latter is simply a measure of the variation in the MCMC parameter draws. In contrast, NSE is a measure of variation of the posterior mean estimate across many MCMC chains that can be potentially run. In other words, NSE measures how much difference one should expect in the estimate of the posterior mean if the experiment were to be repeated, and hence provides a measure of convergence.
The Relative Numerical Inefficiency (RNI) is given by
where ρ (j) is the autocorrelation in the MCMC draws at lag j for the parameter of interest. RNI accounts solely for the variance inflation (inefficiency) due to the serial correlation of the MCMC parameter draws (see Geweke (1992) for the details). In general, the lower the serial correlation, the lower the number of iterations needed to attain a given level of numerical accuracy. For example, if RNI were to be halved, one would need half the number of iterations to attain the same level of numerical accuracy. The relatively low RNI values reported in Tables 3-7 reflect the efficiency of the two separate Metropolis-Hastings algorithms used to sample θ 2 and ν.
Volatility Estimates
The conditional dynamics of the SV model are essentially driven by the persistent, latent and Gaussian log-volatility process {h t }. The tools of Chib, Nardari and Shephard (2002) allow the simulation of three distinct estimates of the {h t } vector. First is the smoothed volatility. The MCMC chain samples from the density
In words, it samples the n h
vector at a given iteration i = 1, ..., M conditional on the information F T from the full dataset (hence smoothed) and the parameter vector draw θ (i) .
Second is the filtered volatility. The Auxiliary Particle Filter of Pitt and Shephard (1999) samples from the density h j t | F t , θ. In words, it generates a j = 1, ..., M = 2, 000 vector of log-volatilities (the "particles") at each t, given the information set F t and the true values of θ proxied by the MCMC posterior mean estimates. This is a non-trivial task performed by an Auxiliary Sampling-Importance Resampling algorithm. The SV application of the algorithm is also detailed in Chib, Nardari and Shephard (2002) .
Third is the one-step ahead predictive volatility. This samples from h j t+1 | F t , θ. Given a vector of j = 1, ..., M = 2, 000 particles from the filtered density h j t | F t , θ it is straightforward to compute the one-step ahead vector of particles from the predictive density using the Gaussian evolution equation:
Log-Likelihood
The likelihood function of SV models is not available analytically and hence must be simulated.
Specifically, the log-likelihood function is evaluated under the predictive density as
where h t is the one-step ahead predictive volatility h t | F t−1 , θ, and θ is taken as the posterior mean estimate from the MCMC simulations.
Performance Evaluation
A statistical model will not be empirically successful unless it is well specified. For example, a risk manager may be interested in the average probability with which an event arises. This is determined by a well-specified unconditional distribution. More importantly, however, managing day-to-day risk involves making decisions conditional on all available information at time t. This requires a well-specified conditional distribution. This section formally tests whether the P SV models (i) perform better in capturing the in-sample and out-of-sample conditional dynamics of the daily S&P 500 returns and volatility period-by-period, and (ii) are better specified than the SV and SV t benchmarks using Bayes factors as the criterion for model selection.
Density Forecasts and Conditional SV Dynamics
Kim, Shephard and Chib (1998) form a set of diagnostic tests for assessing the adequacy of the conditional distribution of SV models using the simple Rosenblatt (1952) transformation. This defines SV residuals as
where y t+1 is the ex-post realized return and θ is the posterior mean estimate. The probability is evaluated using the ex-ante forecasted cumulative distribution function, where {h t+1 } is the one-step ahead predictive log-volatility h t+1 | F t , θ. The uniform residuals are then mapped to a normal distribution simply because there is a larger battery of specification tests available for a normal random variable. Then, under the null that the model is correctly specified, n t+1 = f −1 (u t+1 ) should be Gaussian white noise. Note that the normalized residuals {n t+1 } contain the same information as the uniform {u t+1 }.
Using these normalized residuals as a basis for diagnostic testing is not restricted to SV models. Berkowitz (2001) suggests the use of n t+1 (also known as density forecasts) for evaluating the performance of generic risk models. An important advantage of density forecasts is that there are as many of them as data observations. In contrast, for example, the popular value-at-risk (VaR) calculation measures the frequency of tail events and hence produces too few tail observations for reasonable sample sizes. Further, note that density forecasts also account for the size of observations, not just their frequency. In short, therefore, density forecasts offer statistical power that is missing in VaR calculations, while using information from the entire conditional distribution, not just a single quantile. Tables 8A, 8B , and 8C report the specification tests for the in-sample and out-of-sample {n t+1 } diagnostics. We follow the notation of Bowman and Shenton (1975) , where m j is the jth centralized sample residual moment. Then, we define SKEW and KURT to be the asymptotic standard normal test statistics of √ b 1 and b 2 respectively:
The identification of skewness and excess kurtosis in the density forecasts is very important.
As it becomes increasingly difficult to capture the properties of higher order moments, misspecification occurs more often at the tails of the predictive density. It is straightforward to prove that if the observed data y t is fat-tailed relative to the SV model, then the density forecasts will be fat-tailed relative to the standard normal. 
Model Risk and Bayes Factors
Model risk arises from the uncertainty over selecting a model specification. Bayes factors can account for model risk by providing a framework for specification diagnostics over a set of given models. Specifically, a Bayes factor offers a summary of the evidence provided by the data in favour of a scientific theory represented by a statistical model. 10 Consider the two competing hypotheses (models) M 1 and M 2 . Using Bayes theorem, it is straightforward to show that the Bayes factor B 21 (in favour of model M 2 ) is the ratio of posterior to prior odds
and is computed as the ratio of the marginal likelihoods
The marginal likelihood of a model is defined as
Note that the marginal likelihood is an averaged and not a maximized likelihood. This implies that the Bayes factor is an automatic "Occam's Razor" in that it integrates out parameter uncertainty. 11 Further, the marginal likelihood is simply the normalizing constant of the posterior density. Suppressing the model index M j for simplicity, the marginal likelihood can be written as
where f (y | θ) is the likelihood, π (θ) the prior density, π (θ | y) the posterior density, and θ is evaluated at the posterior mean estimate θ * . Since θ is drawn in the context of Gibbs MCMC sampling, the posterior density π (θ | y) is computed using the technique of reduced conditional MCMC runs of Chib (1995) . For the parameter blocks of θ (the log-variance parameters and the degrees of freedom) which are sampled in the MCMC chain by implementing a MetropolisHastings algorithm, the posterior density is computed as in Chib and Jeliazkov (2001) .
To assess the information provided by a Bayes factor, it is useful to consider twice its natural logarithm so as to be on the same scale as the likelihood ratio statistics. To make the interpretation more familiar, Table 10A presents the range of the values of 2 ln (B 21 ) that constitute evidence against the null hypothesis M 1 . Finally, note that model comparisons based on Bayes factors are asymptotically equivalent to evaluations based on the Schwartz (or equivalently the BIC) criterion.
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7 Results and Discussion
Parameter Estimates
Tables 3 through 7 present the MCMC posterior mean estimates for the parameters of all SV , SV t, P SV and P SV t specifications examined in this paper. As seen in Table 3 , there are four benchmark properties for the plain vanilla SV parameter estimates when applied to the daily S&P 500 returns: (i) low persistence in the mean (ρ = 0.052), (ii) very high persistence in the conditional log-variance (φ = 0.969), (iii) a negative relationship between volatility and lagged returns (β 1 = −0.088), and (iv) an important stochastic component in the conditional log-variance (σ 2 = 0.028 or σ = 0.167). All parameters are well estimated as indicated by their low RNI and close to zero NSE values. In general, for all aperiodic and periodic specifications we run, the non-seasonal parameter estimates for persistence, leverage and stochastic variance are very similar to the benchmark SV case. Hence we will now focus exclusively on the added value of each P SV , SV t and P SV t specification relative to the plain vanilla SV. In particular, we will emphasize the three following strong results.
In the SV t model, the role of the degrees of freedom parameter ν is to capture the large excess kurtosis due to the frequent outliers in the unconditional distribution of daily returns. The MCMC posterior mean estimates for ν are presented in Tables 4A and 4B . As expected, the posterior mean of ν is relatively low (ν ≈ 11) for the full sample. Surprisingly, ν remains 12 The Schwartz criterion is defined as S = log p
, where d j is the dimension of θ j . As T → ∞ the Schwartz criterion satisfies S−log B21 log B 21
→ 0 and thus may be viewed as a rough approximation to the log of the Bayes factor. Note that BIC = −2S. Again, see Kass and Raftery (1995) for the details. low (ν ≈ 12) even when we re-estimate the SV t model on the same data but exclude the three days of the Crash of 1987 (October 19-21) . Therefore, the ν estimate is robust to exclusion of the largest outliers in the data.
Without exception, for all P SV t specifications, the inclusion of the seasonal level effects in volatility essentially eliminates the need for a Student−t distribution. Even in the presence of only the (very statistically significant) holiday effect, the degrees of freedom parameter jumps from a value of ν ≈ 11 in SV t to a Gaussian-like value 13 of ν ≈ 38 in P SV t H . The addition of more seasonals reduces even further the need for fat tails: the more seasonals we accounted for, the higher the value of ν (ν ≈ 47 for P SV t L and ν ≈ 52 for P SV t C ). These high ν estimates appear to be statistically significant 14 since in all cases the 5% lower percentile of the MCMC draws for the degrees of freedom is very close to a Gaussian value of 30. Further, consistent with one of the main themes in this paper, these results are robust to the exclusion of the three Crash of 1987 days. The exclusion raises the ν values slightly, but all conclusions relevant for the full sample are still valid. In conclusion, the combination of the low ν estimate for SV t, its lack of sensitivity to the 1987 outliers, and especially the massive effect of seasonal heteroscedasticity on fat tails provide the first strong result of the evidence offered by the parameter estimates.
Having established the effect of seasonal heteroscedasticity on fat tails, Tables 5, 6 and 7 present the MCMC posterior means for the seasonal parameters in the mean and log-variance of the Gaussian P SV C , P SV L , and P SV H specifications. Perhaps the easiest specification to interpret is the parsimonious P SV L model, which conditions both returns and their logvariance on Monday, Wednesday, Holiday, January and October effects. In this model, January has the highest positive effect on the conditional mean (δ 4 = 0.053), and HOL the highest negative effect (δ 3 = −0.081). In fact, a common theme across all three seasonal models is that the holiday effect is by far the strongest in both returns and volatility. In the P SV L model, HOL raises the level of the conditional variance by a factor of exp (γ 3 ) = 1.54. This is much higher than the Monday volatility effect (exp (γ 1 ) = 1.09), the January volatility effect (exp (γ 3 ) = 1.24), and even the October volatility effect (exp (γ 4 ) = 1.25). As expected, Wednesday lowers the conditional variance by a factor of exp (γ 2 ) = 0.88. The strength of the periodic volatility effects provides the second major finding offered by the evidence. Note that in the full parametric P SV L model, the January volatility effect is strong and statistically significant even though the bootstrapping evidence did not provide such strong support. Similar to our model-free discussion of the seasonal properties of the data using bootstrap- 13 For values ν > 30 the Student-t distribution becomes indistinguishable from the Gaussian. From a technical point of view, note that the higher the value for ν, the more the Student−t distribution resembles the Gaussian and hence the more difficult it is to estimate the exact value for ν. This is reflected in the large NSE and RNI values for the ν estimates of the P SV t models.
14 Ideally, in Bayesian estimation we measure the statistical significance of the estimated parameters by forming a Bayesian confidence interval. However, this requires full specification of the marginal posterior distribution, which for the SV parameters is not available analytically. Indeed, this is the reason why we perform MCMC estimation in the first place.
ping, perhaps the most important aspect of the parameter estimates is not their size but their statistical significance. In the Bayesian MCMC framework, we assess statistical significance by reporting the 5% and 95% percentiles of the MCMC draws and examine whether the range of 90% of the draws includes zero 15 . The third and final finding on the parameter estimates is consistent with the bootstrapping results: none of the seasonal coefficients in the mean (even in the comprehensive P SV C model) are statistically different from zero! In contrast, all the seasonal parameters in the log-variance of the P SV L model are quite statistically different from zero (with the exception of Monday, which is at the very margin). Interestingly, for the P SV C specification only one of the six Fourier coefficients is statistically different from zero leading us to believe that modelling the seasonal behaviour of all 12 months is not necessary as not all are statistically significant in the data.
Bayes Factor Diagnostics and Density Forecasts
All SV specifications are ranked by the likelihood-based Bayes factor criterion. The Bayes factor calculations are shown in Table 10B and present us with a very strong result. Without exception, the Bayes factor rankings are purely driven by the degrees of freedom estimates: the lower the estimated ν, the higher the ranking of the model. In other words, SV t is ranked first and SV last. Following SV t are all the P SV t models, where P SV t H (ν = 38) is second, P SV t L (ν = 47) is third, and P SV t C (ν = 52) is fourth. This result is in stark contrast to the idea behind the high estimated values for the degrees of freedom parameter ν of the P SV t specifications. For the 22 year sample of daily S&P 500 data, the P SV t estimates of ν are consistent with the Gaussian distribution. Therefore, whereas the data indicates that a Student-t specification is not necessary when we explicitly model seasonal heteroscedasticity, the likelihood (and hence the Bayes factors) favours the model with the lowest ν. We believe that this is a general weakness of likelihood-based measures, which just tend to magnify the effect of outliers, and it does not invalidate the effect of seasonal heteroscedasticity on fat tails. For example, we recomputed a set of artificial values for the P SV t log-likelihood using the estimated P SV t parameters and an artificially set ν = 11.11 (because it is equal to that of SV t). Now, the P SV t models dominate the SV t (not reported in the Tables) even from a likelihood point of view. In other words, it is precisely the conditioning on the periodic volatility effects that raises the estimate of ν, and therefore makes the P SV t less attractive than SV t from a likelihood point of view.
An examination of the ranking of the Gaussian P SV models leads to three interesting conclusions. First, all of them dominate the plain vanilla SV . Second, the low-dimensional P SV L dominates the high-dimensional P SV C . Hence from a likelihood point of view, it is best to explicitly model only the periodic volatility effects that are clearly statistically significant. Third, the P SV C and P SV H are equally ranked. Therefore, even though a full account of seasonality (P SV C ) results in higher log-likelihood than just conditioning on the holiday effect (P SV H ), the penalty on the high dimension of P SV C for lack of parsimony cancels out its likelihood advantage. Figure 5 displays the difference in the period-by-period predictive logdensities between SV t and all periodic specifications over time. The sum of these differences is the difference in the log-likelihoods. Figure 6 shows the cumulative differences, where the final point on these lines is just the log-likelihood. Clearly, the likelihood dominance of SV t can be attributed to accommodating better the recurring outliers in the data.
Tables 8A and 8B present the log-likelihood values for the full sample and for selected days and months. For example, the log-likelihood for Monday is just the sum of the predictive logdensity of each model only for the observations which are Mondays. The ranking of the models does not appear to be reversed in isolating the likelihood over a given seasonal effect. The one exception is the strong HOL effect, for which all P SV and P SV t specifications (all of which condition on at least HOL) dominate the SV t. This is further evidence of the importance of explicitly modelling the holiday effect, even from a likelihood point of view. The likelihood values are consistent with the Bayes factor result that P SV L is the best Gaussian model.
The in-sample conditional dynamics of all SV models are assessed by examining deviations of the density forecasts {n t+1 } from the N (0, 1) distribution. Table 8C presents the results. All P SV models perform better than the plain vanilla SV . The low-dimensional P SV L and P SV t L are the best among all periodic Gaussian and Student-t models, respectively, in reducing the kurtosis of the density forecasts. Again, SV t is the best performer and reduces substantially the excess kurtosis of the {n t+1 } from the N (0, 1) distribution. A visually more attractive way to assess the performance of all Gaussian and Student-t models is by simply inspecting the QQ plots presented in Figures 7 and 8 .
Additionally, we perform an out-of-sample exercise using two full years of return data, the years 2002 and 2003, by conditioning on the in-sample parameter estimates for the years 1980-2001, which have been presented in Tables 3-7 . Unfortunately, it is not numerically feasible to update the posterior estimate of the parameters every day a new out-of-sample observation is added because of the substantial time it takes to re-run the MCMC algorithm. Further, in the out-of-sample case, it is not possible to compute Bayes factors because the out-of-sample posterior density π (θ | y) is not available analytically. The posterior density can only be simulated in-sample using the MCMC estimation algorithm and implementing the techniques of reduced conditional runs of Chib (1995) and Chib and Jeliazkov (2001) . Hence we rank the out-of-sample performance of the SV models using the estimate of the out-of-sample likelihoods presented in Tables 9A for 2003 and 9B for -2003 , SV t is still slightly better in terms of its log-likelihood and all other models are virtually indistinguishable. However, an interesting exception to this rule is that for the 2002-2003 period, the P SV t models have higher likelihood that SV t. Finally, the out-of-sample density forecasts are worse than the in-sample values, especially in that the variance of {n t+1 } is far from unity and closer to the value of 2.
Concluding Remarks
This paper has provided a comprehensive analysis of the day of the week, holiday, and month of the year seasonal effects in the daily returns and volatility of the S&P 500 index over the years 1980-2001. We find that Mondays tend to have the lowest return and highest volatility. Wednesdays have the second highest return and the lowest volatility. January has the highest return, while October has the highest volatility. Finally, the first trading weekday after a holiday has a negative average return and very high volatility. More importantly, by bootstrapping the means of daily returns and daily absolute returns, we have demonstrated that these three prominent calendar effects are statistically significant only in daily volatility and not in daily average returns. This result is robust to the exclusion of the three most volatile days of the sample, Monday October 19, 1987 to Wednesday, October 21, 1987 . Therefore, the evidence clearly indicates that a stochastic volatility model should perform better if it was generalized to account for the observed seasonal periodicity in volatility.
In this context, the main contribution of the paper is that it introduces and estimates the periodic stochastic volatility model, and then formally examines the interaction between seasonal heteroscedasticity and fat tails. The model-specific results point towards three sets of conclusions. First, consistent with the bootstrapping evidence, we find that conditioning on the periodic seasonal effects results in estimates for the seasonal coefficients, which are large and statistically different from zero only in the volatility equation, and not in the return equation. We also find strong parsimony gains from reducing the dimension of the P SV model by explicitly modelling only the seasonals that for this dataset are statistically significant. There is, therefore, clear misspecification if we use an SV model to form an estimate of tomorrow's volatility without conditioning on the fact that tomorrow could be (say) a Monday in October. In fact, the holiday effect is by far the strongest seasonal effect in both returns and volatility.
Second, the conditioning on day of the week, holiday, and month of the year effects reduces and even eliminates the need for fat tails. The estimate of the degrees of freedom parameter in the Student-t distribution of all P SV t specifications is substantially higher than the one for SV t. In effect, the degrees of freedom estimates are so high that the Student-t distribution behaves exactly like a Gaussian.
Finally, the rankings of all SV specifications according to the likelihood-based Bayes factor diagnostic and the one-step ahead density forecasts favour the simple SV t model exclusively because it has the lowest degrees of freedom. All the results above are not sensitive to the Crash of 1987 outliers. of Monday are the returns of all days except Monday. HOL captures the non-trading day (post-holiday) effect and is defined as a weekday that follows a weekday for which the market was closed. The numbers in parenthesis are the 5% and 95% quantiles for the means generated by 10,000 bootstrap samples. We display the central 90% of the bootstrap distribution because this leaves 5% on the side for which the one-sided hypothesis test is performed.
In the mean of y t column, a number in bold indicates that the average return for the day in that row is significantly different from zero. In the mean of |y t | column, a bold number indicates that the central 90% of the bootstrap distribution of this day is completely non-overlapping to that of its day complement for up to two decimal digits. One asterisk indicates that the relevant one-sided null hypothesis that y t = y MC t is rejected at significance level α = 10% using bootstrapping. Two asterisks are for rejections at α = 5%, and three asterisks are for rejecting the null hypothesis at α = 1% significance. | are the month complements of y t and |y t | respectively. In other words, they contain the full sample except for the month in that row. For example, the y MC t of January are the returns of all days except for January. The numbers in parenthesis are the 5% and 95% quantiles for the means generated by 10,000 bootstrap samples. In the mean of y t column, a number in bold indicates that the average return for the month in that row is significantly different from zero. In the mean of |y t | column, a bold number indicates that the central 90% of the bootstrap distribution of this month is completely non-overlapping to that of its month complement for up to two decimal digits. One asterisk indicates that the relevant one-sided null hypothesis that y t = y MC t is rejected at significance level α = 10% using bootstrapping. Two asterisks are for rejections at α = 5%, and three asterisks are for rejecting the null hypothesis at α = 1% significance. The numbers in parenthesis are the 5% and 95% quantiles for the means generated by 10,000 bootstrap samples. One asterisk indicates that the relevant one-sided null hypothesis that y t = y MC t is rejected at significance level α = 10% using bootstrapping. Two asterisks are for rejections at α = 5%, and three asterisks are for rejecting the null hypothesis at α = 1% significance. The first three subsamples are of five years each and the last is of the remaining seven years. The displayed seasonal variables are the seven calendar effects (two days, four months, one holiday), which in the full sample were statistically significant in volatility with at least 95% confidence, plus January. In all specifications, the MCMC chain run for 5,000 iterations after an initial burn-in of 1,000 iterations.
Lower and Upper indicate the 5% and 95% percentiles of the MCMC draws. Table 4 . MCMC estimates of the degrees of freedom parameter ν for all fat-tailed SV t specifications with and without seasonal periodicity. Table 9 . Out-of-Sample Diagnostics
The out-of-sample period is 2002 in Table 9A, and 2002-2003 in Table 9B . The entries are two times the natural of the Bayes factor for the row model versus the column model. We use 2 ln B ij so as to be on the same scale as the likelihood ratio statistics. These are in-sample results for the period 1980-2001. For a more detailed interpretation of these numbers see Section 6.2.
16 See Kass and Raftery (1995) . The Fourier approximation. This is the fitted six-term Fourier approximation to the average month of the year effect, which is obtained by running a simple OLS regression of the daily returns on the six Fourier terms, and then using the estimated coefficients. Figure 5 : The predictive log-densities. This is the period-by-period difference in the predictive log-density of the SV t model minus that of each of the P SV and P SV t specifications. Figure 6 : The cumulative log-densities. This is the cumulative period-by-period difference in the predictive log-density of the SV t model minus that of each of the P SV and P SV t specifications. The final point is just the difference in the log-likelihoods. 
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